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DISCLAIMER NOTICE

-The'views and conclus ons contained in this document are those of the
authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official
policies or recommendations of the Interior Department's Bureau of Mines or
of the U.S. Government.

FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Bendix Corporation, Bendix Energy,
Environment, and Technology Office, Ann Arbor, Michigan under USBM
Contract Number 50144010. The contract was initiated under the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Program. It was administered under the technical direction of
the Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center with Mr.. William Wiehagen
acting as the Technical Projeet Officer. Mr. John Blum was the Contract
Administrator for the Bureau of Mines.

This report in two'volumes is-the final documentation of the wor15 re-
cently completed on the contract during the period July 1974 to November 1975..
Volume I is a summary consisting of narrative description of several training
-programs found in a survey of tshe mining industry, the major results of .an
analysis of relationships between various measures of training and injuries,
and the main conclusionsLand recommendations. :Volume II-is a more detailed
discussion of the quantative data analysis and the resulting recommendations
regarding a number of specific issues in the field of miner training. The draft
summary volume was first submitted by the .authors in .July-1975, revised in -
September 1975, and after review by its MESA sponsors-and.industry repre-
Sentatives was reSubmitted in December 1975 along with all the supporting data.
This finalversion islimited to the summary and-the complete narrative of the
analysis and its implications.

We are grateful to the many-individuals in government, industry, and
labor for their time, interest, and inspiration for results of this review and
evaluation of a very broad and complex topie.,_

John Adkins
Roger Akeiey
Phil Chase
Leslie Marrus
William Prince
Ronald Redick
Conrad Rogne
James Saalberg
Linda Szempruch
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SUMMARY

This report presents a description of the research and results of
a project that was performed for the Bureau of Mines. The project
objectives were to produce a broad description of current mining
training programs and an evaluation of their effectiveness with respect
to reducing mine injuries. The description contained in this-report in-
cludes the sources and organizations of training programs and the general
approaches and instructional methods used in their application. Aggregate
training and injury data were used to evaluate both the overall training
effort at 300 mines and specific efforts in twelve categories of training
course objectives.

The research strategy was built on the ranking of mines according
to the effectiveness of their training with an effective training effort being
defined as that training which is associated with concurrent or subsequent
low or reduced injury or severity rates. Comparisons between programs
evaluated as most effective and programs which were apparently less
effective were used to identify program characteristics that tend to be
associated with effective rather than ineffective training.

- A survey which produced the description of current Mining training
programs was conducted primarily via over 40 on-site visits to mining
companies, schOols, agencies, union representatives and MESA training
facilities. In addition to collection of material and information for the
summary description of training methods the survey generated several
subjective insights about current programs. Compliance with the letter
ef the law with a minimum effort may be a superficial training
objective that tends to distract from. the real training program object yes
-of reducing injuries. First line superyisors often carry much of the
training load and require real practical support. If such support is
missing or consists of unrealistic expectation; his training duties will be
regarded as m erely annoying at best and perfunctorily carried out, if at
all. Mandatory training often constitutes only a portion of the programs
for indocCra=ination of new miners and the development-of production oriented
skills and knowledge.

Vocational training schools form a source of mining training that is
gaining in importance and also includes the mandatory safety topics as
a 'portion of a 'larger program oriented around specific occupations. This
illustrates the difficulty in singling out safety as a training requirement
distinct from learning Lb perform a job safely. The result of just doing

9



the minimum training needed for complian e will generally be in-
effect ve and gain very little participation from miners who are no'.
required to attend . Training in optional coursc s directed at prevention
of specific types of injuries through increased awareness of the hazards
involved in a job is seen as most valuable by most of the mine operators
using this approach. These organizations also feel that some of the mos
significant benefits were gained from involving the individual miners in
the development of the training program itself.

Analysis of aggregate data confirmed the overall effectiveness of the
accident prevention approach to safely training. Most companies using
the ground control, haulage, electrical, and general accident prevention
categories of training-had significant improvements .to the corresponding
injury rates. It was also found that the duration of reduced injury rates
is only two or three quarters unless the training is repeated (not rieeessar-
ily to the same miners). On the basis Of examples of effective training
it can be shown that the returns of reduced lost time can be very large

Icompared to the investment in training. Ranking of mines according to
.

the effectiveness o their overall training.program found that no
particular cempan' region, or training method will account for the
variation in resultS.. Instead there are indications that this is a function

/of the general level of effort-,tlevoted to training and the quality of manage-
ment at the mine. 'b



INTROD CTION

Background

Government, industry, and labor have all given training a key role
in their efforts to reduce accidents. Nearly all actions taken to reduce
human error and improve worker efficiency in mining involve some form
of training and education. State and Federal mine laws, the origin and
growth of recent investments in training facilities and efforts and the
latest UMWA-BCOA contract all reflect the importance generally giv n
to the training of miners. This report deals with a research project
that was designed to produce a broad description and approaches to the
conduct lof mining training programs. The project also sought to eval-
uate both the overall training effort and specific efforts in twelve cate-

..,gories of training course objectives.

The relationships between measures of training effort and injury or
severity rates formed the basic evaluation criteria. Just as there are
wide variations in these relationships, there are also variations in
characteristics of training programs. Comparisons of programs that
tend to be associat-td with good or 'steadily improving-accident records
with programs that appear to he less effective are used to derive re-
commendations concerning future action to organize, cbnduct , and
monitor the training of miners. Two types of data were compilled in
order to identify and explain variations in training program effectiveness
which were obtained from existing federal and atate: sources. Descrip.7
tive data and information on training program characteristics were
compiled by surve.y methods.

uantitative Data

The Bureau of Mines Denyer Office obtained z.,gregate data for
training effort from the MESA Office of Education and-Training's Quali-
fication and Certification Unit. This Bureau office ajso provided us with
employmept. exposure, injury-,.and production data, covering the 1972
through mid-I974 period. These data were obtained from the MESA
Health and Safety Analysis Center. Annual reports ppzvided by several
state znining departments offered a supplement to the latter data for the
1969 through 1973 period. The state report data give a baseline injury
history for 110 'of the 180-mines in the data that were obtained from the
Bureau. They also allow a partial evaluation cirtraininz ak.another 120
mines not in the injury and exposure clara requested.from-t.he'nureau at

i I



the start of the survey. In all, then, 300 mines are covered by the MESA
and state data.

There are three basic-data sets. Two are for 180 individual mines
of 43 companies or dividions covering the 1972 through mid-1974 Oeriod
in three annual and ten quarterly time intervals. ,The/third,is for 230

individual mines (110 duplicate the first annual sell of '51 companies or
divisions covering the 1969 through 1973 period (training data in 1972 and
1973 only). Three more seis are the aggregate company or division totals
from the first three. Each of-the data _sets from the Bureati.contains 19
measures of training and injuri.es plus employment, exposure, and pro-
duction. Training is divided into 12 categories of course objectives and
injuries are classified according to 7 combinations of accident typolo-'
gies. Course objectives and accident typologies correspond as nearly
as possible. The data sets derived from state sOurces do not include
the seven accident type measures.

!_tsgregate .Data Analysis .

Analysis of the aggregate data _ollowed two paths. The first approach
consisted of a study evaluating the many cross plots of measures of-. '

training and,Lnjury rates. The plots-represented various hypothetical
relationships between the two rates or changes in the rates. Some,of
these hypotheses consider training and injuries aggregated over the same
time interval (quarter or year), but most deal with either training lead-
ing to changes in injury rates or high injury rates 'leading to a new or
increased training effort. Most.of the plots of some training rate versus
a subSeqUent injury rate find all cases fa'lling in the triangle defined'by
high injury-low -training,- lowqnjury-low training and high training-low
injury. .The substAntial number of mines having low injury rates with
little or no reported training stems.from the fact that these mines c-on-
duct training using their own programs tlikt are not included-in the'data.
There are other lyiines_that -haVe both training and injury rates at__high
levels. .

This sort of distribution of cases on the plots can be7interpretcl'-
as'..meaning that there are variations in the effectiveness of training just
as there are variations in the amount, methods, objectives, and other
characteristics of training programs.. Then the aim of the aggregate da-
ta analysis is the identification of what produces effective training by a
comparison of training program characteristics of two groups of mines
--those which appear to be mostly effective and those in which high or
increased training rates do not appear to result in reduced or continued
low injury rates.

4



" A second interpreeation of the distribution of cases on .the plots is
that there is no systematic relationshiP between training and injury rates
for this 300-mine-cross seCtion of the industry. However, the analysis
would have to contrql for other major factors that are believed Co influ-
ence injury rates before suli a concluSion about the overall'utihty of
training could be valid. Initial efforts to list the two groups of effective
and ineffective training programs reyealed,another reason why more than
just the bivariate plots of training and.injury rates shOuld be considered
in the evaluation of trainirg 'program effectiveness. -Many cases of mines
in the same diVision, seam, general vicinity, etc., were found in both
theCffective and ineffective lists. The available information indicated
that these mines.should have virtually identical training programs..-Thus,
the evaluations were either inaccurate or some unknown factors were I e-
hind the differencgs in training effectiveness. A second analysis.path
was adopted that siought to evaluate training effectiveness on the basis o
both the levels and changes-of.training and injury rates over the ten
quarterly and three'annnal time series.

,

This pproach followed a-logic that gives the highest level ofeffective-
pess to case of increased training ra,te followed by decreased injtiry
rate w ere _initial injury rate is already below the average for that Mine,
co any, or division. A decrease frorn an above average injury rate
should be easier to achieve and wag therefore.given a lower effectiveness
score. The le2.Pe1 of training was also considered by scoring decreased
training rates_the same as increases if the level remained above the
mine, -company, or division average. Again very few clear differences
between the most and least effective training programs were revealed.
Of 24 companies ordivisions having 5 or moremines in the data sets,
17 had mines ranked in the top and bottom quartiles of_the effectiveness
index. Even though the more rigorous evaluation methods did not make
it any easier to select specific programs, methods, evaluation methods
or courses that tend to be associated with reduced or continued low injury
rates, the close agreement between the results of all the evaluation schernes
indicates that the rankings are accurate and not an artifact of any particular
evaluati-on criterion.

In addition_to evaluating overall effectiveness in terms of total employee
courses versus total injuries= per million man hours, the detailed
series analYses included one other overall relationship and several_ re-
lationships between t category -of training objective and a type of injury.
The" second overall relationshipIised thousands of tons=of production
instead of millions ol man how s of exposure to obtain rates. The training
categories and types of injuric4 analyzed include;



Ground control training versus roof and rib fall injuries

Haulage safety training versus haulage injuries

Electrical qualification training versus electrical injuries

los yes safety, ventilation, and methane detecti
versus explosion and ignition inju-is

ery safety/qualification training versus machine
and hand tool injuries

General accident prevention training versus to
and lift/pull and slip/fall injuries

Stirvey.Data_,

1 injuries

Articles in training and mining publications, telephone and mail
contacts, and visits to training facilities are the source of information
on the characteristics of various training programs. ,The information
includes Fourse descriptions, traming materials, and general organiz-
ational and iorocedural aspects of training at more than 5Q organizations.

The moit detailed information came from over 40 on-site visits to
milling companies (independent and captive-large and sma.11-coal and
metal/nonmetal), vocational schdols and.colleges, state.training and
mining agencies, operator association and union spokesmen, and MESA

Itraining or support facilities. Narrative trip reports and/or taliular
summaries_ of the courses and methods employed at each source of trair.
ing constitute the description of various current mining 'training programs.
SeKeral attempts were made to develop a format for the tabulation of this
training program information that would facilitate the comparisond bet-

.,
ween the most and least effective training programs. kone, of these for-
mats were considered successful because of either the wide disparity in
(he detail of available in ormation or the basic differences of course or-
ganization and purposes When the quantitative data analyses identified
the diffieulty in interpr ting and utilizing the comparisons of training

./program descriptiors for the most ar;d least effective programs, no fur-
,

ther effort was made to refine.the format' for tabulating this information.



TRAINING -PROGRAM DESCRIPTI NS

General Qservatjons
I

Responses to the survey varied in the degree of detailed information
that could be obtained, but they were uniformin regard to cooperation
and cordial-hospitality for the survey team. Mest organizations con-
tacted were proud of their training programs and eager to discuss thei
achievements\.and problems. Only a small sample of the industry is
covered by the Survey, but the close correspondence of the sample and
industry-wide distributions .and averages for all measures indicate -that
it iS very representative. This summary description of Wharthe survey
found begins with the general aggregate data impressions that were_ gained.

For obvious reasons the mandatOry training administered by_MESA
and the MESA course materials have a nearly universalinflUence. °There-
is one aspect of the nature of this influence that--.could be working counter
to the basic 'reasons for having anY mandatory (training._ Thii is the
necessary, but sometimes confusing, strict adherence to the letter of
the law in the administration of the mandatory training provisions.
There seems to be a danger that technical compliance with the training
effort that is required assumes more importance:than the goal of re-
clueing mine accidents. It is not something that can be measured or
found in the data, but the Survey -team gained a distinct impression that
mandatory training for miners is being treated as a legal ritual which
both the operators and MESA are compelled to perform. Perhaps it
would be good for mine operators and training directors to ask themselves
if their operational definition of training progratn objectives does not go
beyond remaining -in compliance. There are enough cases in the data to
suggest that too many high levels of training effort are asssaciated with
high and increasing injury rates because the individual mines training
program might be focusing on the legal necessity rather than the hazard-
ous work practices and attitudes that,are to be found at that mine.

Another general impression concerns the central role played by the
first line supervisor in most training programs conducted by mine oper-
ators. This individual is the trainee in much tif the mandatory training

%and in terms of the certification requirements!in effect at the time of
the _survey. He is often the instructor for training that is-given the hour-
ly employees working under him. ,Ele is the administrator of,on-the-job,



training; whether these programs are formally cons -tutediand documented
by the company,:or If he only' keeps track. /preach m n's skill and exper-
ience in his head.. He may- receive sUbstantial assistance with his train-
ing responsibilities or he may be on hiS own. -Training' should not be,
viewed as an annoying extra duty added Atk his other responsibilities for
how his men work, their production, and -,fheir safety. This man, with
the "toughest job in the mine" needs, support (not additional duties) or
else,:the trainicig will tend to be performed in a hurried, perfunctory
manner.

Organization

The training" function is located in several places ,in the company
organization. Large companies usually have training and education de-
partments, with their own budget and staff reporting directly to the
mine or division superintendent. There are also exaMples of the train-
rig staff coming under the industrial relations manager. Training and

safety are sometimes combined into a dingle department. U. they are
separate organizations, .training and safety will usually have equivalent
status undei the same company executive atall levels of management.
The training director often receives suppOrt in the form of instructors
and course material development from other company organizations
such as safety, industriaLengineerisig, or maintenance-when the company

1is very large. Some large, highly structured prograMs focus on training
equipment operators and maintenance personnel. 'Training department
personnel deal wall standard practices and company procedures for pro-.
duction, while the mandatory health and safety training is provided by.c

the safety department in these programs. Such an organization may
categorize the training according to its function, narneiy:

Operator skills

Maintenance skills

Foreman/management upgrading

Personal educational oppor unity/tuition aid\I
1

Mandatory health and safety requ ents

A small mine operation nsually meariS that 9he training director,
en ineer foreman, mine manager, sup rintendent; and owner



could be the same itdividual. Whatever iror al training the small min
employees are given will tend to come from a state or MESA instruc-tor.
States having large numbers of small minc ?. gear their yaining programs
to serving the needs of the small operatoi-. Nearby large mining companie
are another source ocmandatory.training Cor small operators., Several
small companies jointly,engaging a consultant to handle.their safety and
training needs is an approach that rriight receive Wider use as the manda-
tory training requirements increagn.

T raininsS_)bjectives_'

Review of the great number of courses,, either in the MESA course
a erials and reporting system br given bY mine operators and other

training sources, made it clear that some organizatio for grouping
courses into objective categories vias needed to keeplhe scope of the
study within reason-. This project cbnsidered several optioils for cate-

..
gorizing the objectives of Lhe various_ training courses and_programs.
For example, the..mandatory and other MESA course offerings can be
organized as follows:

neral Indoctrination
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

Monitbr g Mine Environment
05-0-gen-Deficiency and Methane Detect on Devices'
Safe Use andCare'bk the Flame Safety 4..amp

Controlling the Mine Environment
. Coal Mine Ventilation (e & Q)
. Roof and Rib Control (C,' Q, and All

Dealing with Mine E- ergencies and Acciden
First Aid (C & A
Use of Self. Rescue- (A)
Prineiples. of Mine Rescue C)

Operating Mining Equipment
. Various rob Safety Guides

Obtaining Mining Qualification or Certification
Electrical Safety (Q)
Permissible Mining Ma4Ainery (Q)
Man Hoisting Equipment (Q)
Safe Use and Handling of Explosivei (Q)

For undergroun-d coal mines -

persons, and "A" mandatory-for all miners.
# Instruction provided as part of mine roof contro plan

@ Must be available to all miners



Only manda ory training or retraining for Underground coal mines
is'listed in five of these six objective categories. An exception is the
job safety guide category which the quantitative data shows to be seldom
used. These mandatory courses are the extent of training programs

-for which the.onlY real objective is to remain in compliance. More
often, the program or course objective goes well'beyond that and much
of the mandatory training is only a part of training programs that sel-
dom are entered into the MESA reporting system that are designed to:

Certify new foremen in state tr ining progra

Upgrade foremen skills and lsn wledge using -company,
consultant, college or vocational school, and equipm'ent
manufacturer courses on supervision, ,mining, or maintenance
topics..

Iridoctrinate-new rhployees using company and vocational
school courses and facilities.

Qualify or Upgrade maintenance-personnel using college,
vocational school, or mining equipment manufacturer.courses,
course materials, or, facilities.

-.-Improve Safety rec-ords using MESA or company developed-
.,

courses.in accident prvention and various.lapplicatiein of joli'
safety:analysis procedures. ":

Improve-the local labor base by support of college and vocati nal
school training under associate degr-ee or mining occupation
programs.

All of the above. emsmples of Miner training find broad use.and supp9rt
in the industry. This is a clear indication of the belief that having more
skilled miners is going to yield safer and increased production, more ,

efficient use 9f supplies, bett.er attitudes, and better supervision. The
extent and way in which these categories of training arn obtained 'by
specific operators depends on_ each opezator's view of fds probtern, his
resources and needs for both supervisors and houily _personnel,. and the
availability of outside sources. The following.sections of this discussion
will outline the principal ways inWhich mandatory safety cous and
production-oriented training were being carried, out.



Trai ing Sources,
MESA Training Centers.

The-main role of MESA that emerged frotn the survey was one of
a inistering the mandatory aspects of miner training and providing;
th course materials for these and more,than'a hundred additional
training courses. The MESA instructori do conduct a. substantial
am unt oftraining both at the training centers and at mines. However,
the number of MESA instructors is such that-a large percentage of,the
co rses are".j,iunducted by MESA certified coopiatiye instructors (em-
ploYect.by the mine companies, states, colleges: or vocational echools).
Trairprig leading to certification of cooperative inetiructors and monitor-
ing ,th'ir performance; thining in aCeident preventlon, mine rescue, and
first aid; training leading to qualification of mine elctricians; providing\;training for mines-not having certified instructors; r'n. nitoring safety
records and the training performed by district mine o eratore; and a
lot of record keeping_seem to_characterizetypical training center achy-,

. .

ities. Their capacity to conduct more training with MESA-instructors
is lirnited bY both the iuthorized staff levels, and the fact/that a well

, .

qualified instructbr ctin earn more and spend less.time on the road-bY .
working for a mine,dperator.

/

Stte Training Agendies

-A typical state training prograrn has-its,origins in state .requirements
for certification_ of foremen, shot:firers, mine examiners, 'and hoisting .

engineers. During the months precedingexernination .for, these, certifi-
cations, th'e etates :conduct fourtb eight hours of classroom instruction
per week for miners seeking the certifidation. -The advent..of the 1969
Coal. Mine :Health and Safety AO and the provisions. for grants.to,state

-agencies to increase ttkeir\miner;training aetiv4ies have meant that mandator
courses,- are bei iriclude4 in- the programs of allten States contacted; an'cl
most, including the two st agencies 'visited,- offer all.the .mandatOry
,courses.- This= training is eported to.the MESA Qualification.and,Certi-
--fication -Unit in Denver via 4he appropriate district-and subdistrict offices,
Althotigh there, 16'some feeling by ole states thattMESA is'intruding into
.an ar'ea:thathas_long.been their responsibility,!..goOd cooperation.was ob-
served at the working level. Both large- and srnall-mines_ utiliie the ser-
vices of state instructors floWeVer, a strong commitment to:aasisting
the small operatorS in their effort _to comply With mandatory training was



rioted. As in the case of MESA, the states have difficulty in obtaining
and retaining highly qualified mining instructors.

Jun or Colleges and Vocational SchoPls

During visits to mine operators and MESA offices some eleven
Junior collegei pr vocational schools that offer miner training were

, identified, five of which were visited. This training ranged from short
courses on mandatory topics, to associate'degree programs in mining.
These programs are usually supported withrfunding or equipment and
facilities from nearby mine operators who theh use these schools in
training their miners. Young men seelcing careers in mining are.given
a basic course in mining methods,- law, and safety. Next, if they de-_

re, they continue on to mine maintenance, equipment operator, or
min-e supervisor programs. Naturafly, there are many variations and
there are some'school's that specialize in only one of therie career areas.

, The graduates tend to be highly prized as new miners and many operators
ktrould hire no others if _they had any choice. There are ustially agreements
betiveen the schdols and rrune operators not to hire students-until- they
havesompletedAheir training., Another type of student is the miner sent

' to school by the'mine operator ak part of a maintenance apprentice program.
These programs often involve alternate'periods of ErchoOling and practical'
wo-l-k in a company shop. The main feature of the college and Vocational
school.programs is that they have an objective of preparing.:a man for,' a
career in mining. In meeting tha't objective the programs include re-
quired safety and qualification or certification training.

Mining Equipment Manufacturers
I--

Training in equipment.maintenance and, to a leafier degree, equip-
ment operation is'ia sel\vice available from most manufactUrers of miniIng
equipMent. Training materials inclunk electrical and control station,

_mockups, complete Maintenance coUrses; and audio-visual aids, are
-also available. ,The training maY be given -on a routine basis at the ma

ufacturer's facility or at the thine upon request. Operatot.PersOnnel
receiving thia training are.often doing so.in order to teach maintenance
in the company training Program. Where the'eqnipme is a speCial
design for a unique application the mannfactnr ' r will rovide demonstra-e
tionn and operator training upon equipment de ivery. As with the career

-training from colleges and Vocational schoolsi, the 'basic training objectives
deal with produCtion. However, safely opprating or maintaining the equip-
ment is an underlying thethe in these programs.



Currently the most extensive source of miner training is the mine
operator.: ,It was noted earlier that the amount of_training and use of
outside sources Will vary with many local conditions. There are
examples of operators who have a stable work force with relatively ,

little turnover Or expansion. 'Until the latestUMWA-BCOA agreement,
thesesoperators may'have had little incentive for or perception of a need
to train beyond the minimum required for compliance. At the other ex-

7treme, there'are companies with high turnover or large expansion of
their Work force in progress. Here there seems to be'kpreference f
using ail outside training source (vocational training) if available and
even creating one if necessary. Where an outsids, source is not prac- -

/tical for the training of new equipent operators and maintenance men,
a large Companies are using fdrmal on-the-job:training'units.
Severaoperatora believe that this approach (which gives a mixture of
theoryfand practice in the desired safe and 'efficient work practices in
a production environment).will be the best way to meet proposed titan-

-darda-for training, retaining-, -and certification-of-miners.

When viewed 4iiy an operator from the perspective of improving
safety, a reeurring theme in training is thaf analysis of accident's re:.
yeals that a large majority are caused by,-doing the .job without regard

/to the hazards involved. Thus, strong emphasis will be placed on the
/ development of task analyses and- job safety 'guides in this training to =

elpninate unsafe miner practices. These programs are implemented
through thecunit foremen by straining them in the obje ctives and techniques
of job safety analysis and accident prevention. The foremen must then
apply the techniques during, scheduled_safety meetings of the entire unit
or some quota of "safety contacts" with individuals. Perhaps the great..
est benefit from this approach ia achieved when the miners themselves
take part in the analysis of how they should perform their jobs safely.
In doing so,- they must think about and become aware of the hazards in-
volved in their work. The entire process also gets acrosa the Message
that the training is being put on because of serious company concern for
the employee's health and safety. Greater:attentiveness, receptiveness,
and real learning Will result from this realizatiiiin.

Method d Materials

The range of methods and media used to conduct miner training



extends from leaving it up to the individual to obser-re and learn from
fellow workers to sophisticated plans for simulation of operational ex-
perience. Most mine operators recognize that the mine environment
is too hazardous and'unforgiving for experience alone to 13.e the best.
teacher. Mining laws and safety standards exist because there,are
cha:racteristics of the mining environment andoperations which the
miner can and should be made aware of before starting work. Some of
this is knowledge that is acquired by reading a textbook, task sheet,
posters, -etc., or. by expobu-re to a leeture,'film, video tape, slide pre-
sentation, etc. There are also skills that must be developed by simu-
lated experience such as testing for methane in a gas box, applying!
first aid techniques to a dummy or'fellow seudents, wearing a self '

rescuer, traveling an eseape route, testing electrical or hydraulic
circuit mock-ups, and performing ,operational bc-quences of equipment
in a safe non-production setting. - Virtually all mandatory health and
safety courses and production-oriented training are .Composed of some
combination of knowledge and skill learning-objectives.- Thus, the
combana.tion 'of training methocth and course materials-come to a viery
large niimber. For each of the broad .sobjectilie categories-there are
some patterns that were observe&in.the organized training programs,

'Ne "E ployee indoctrination

General indoctrination, plus monitoring the mine environnient, con-
trolling the rhine environment, and dealing with mine emergencies con-,
stitute a group of course objectives that are present in miner training
from the Sime a man is first hired through the rett of his mining.eareer.

,

The proCess begins with the personal safety equipmenthard hat, .protective
glasses,- safety boots, leg bands, belt, and self resciter. The new man is
shown, lectured on, and issued this equipment. Use of,the self rescuer is
shown in film, on posters and demonstrated by each individnal, and theh as
shoWn by too many disasters, forgotten. Next cotnes a brief introduction
to the mine environment.,(including the geology, mine plan', ventilation,
roof control and mining methods) through lectures aided by various slides,
films or tapes, posters, charts and mockups. This will be followed by a
mine tout to illustrate and reinforce what the new man has been told ly
,the instructor in the 'class room. .* In one-mine visited," the new miner
then stays in the production setting for the rest of his training which in-
cludes company-qualificatiOn for one or more production jobs over A
period of six weeks.

Some companies,have the mine toUr come right after personal safety
equipment is issued in order to eliminate those new men who cannot per-

rlly djiist itjj oking erivi ronr
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Most new employee programs continue the indoctrination with lectures
and demOnstrations covering the topics of oxygen deficiency and methane
detection devices and first aid. Films, posters, and simulation devices
are used to supplement the lecture presentations and to give Ehe student
an opportunity for 'glands' on" experience, as feasible. More lectures
from various company departments on Organization and policy, and from
state and union representatives on the local laws and ii.forking agreement,
plus some quaification testing, will constitute the balanCe of new,employee
indoctriln&.Lion.. Other than exposure to slogans and either monthly (the
usual case) or weekly safety meetings, the average miner will not re-
ceive any more classroom train.ing unless he needs annual qualification
or moves on to Mairitenance.of supervision duties.

Sa ety Meetings

There appear to be two types of safety Meetings. One, of the monthly
variety, is' not training but simply a meeting of management and labor
representatives to discuss and otherwise resolve matters of safety at
the,mine.---T-he- other- va riety might- be-a-weekly-session-Condueted by
the unit foreman to go over mate/heal provideed by the safety.and/oNte :-

training department on an assigned topic. The topic andgiaterial may
come from the Holmes Safety:Association. the insurance ar,rier, or it
may be developed locally to draw upon recent lottial experiences wifh
hazards or improper work practices. The forernan:may or may not haile
received some preparation from the safety or training department in-
structors. The talk may be preceded by a film or video tape in the bath
house. It will take place at the start of the shift on Monday, in most
cases, and is located in the work area. If the topiC. comes 'from one of
the mandatory safety training courses, the foreman will be given a top-
cal outline and checklist with a place for entering the naines of the

miners that are present% Training in some topics such as first aid
refresher lessons is given by the training department instructor (i) in

--the_same, setting with appropriate training aids.

Qualification and Certification

The requirement for qualification of,petsons who work on electrical
equipment appears to be somewhat behind the establishment of apprentice
training programs for maintenance pc,rsonnel. These are programs in-
vol4ring as muchas six months' of alternate periods in a classroom and
working in one.of-the company shops. The methods again coMbine lecture
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and testing on theory with demon:7trati nand "hands on" experience
with simulators and actual equipment. The 'training for 'certification
of foremen was found to be exclusively done by the states in classroom
settings at central locatiOns in tile coal fieldi. Entry into these programs
seems to beilargely a matter of individual initiative. However, the

nes tend to be short of foremen and clearly do encourage participation.
The classes 'are based on lecture and recitation methods using both
standard mining texts and state-developed- course materials. Other
state certification programs- for assistant foreman, mine examin
shot_firer, and hoisting engineer all follow the sameattern.

Supervision and Management
,.Programs to upgrade foreman sifls in supervision and mining

methods draw upon a wide variety df sources: Some lectures by
management consultants may be included with presentations from other
company departments such as safety, industrial relations, maintenance,
or engineering. One week is a common length, but up to four weeks has
been-involved when.enough fo-remen qan be spared from production. In
addition to various lectures, these rograms inelude assignment to other
departments for exposure to the work and problems from several perspectives:
During their time in the safety department, the foremen will conductetinspections of other mines R'r working se.e. ons in-their mines. This
seems to &-be valuable in extding a fore an's perspective for viewing
-his Own area of responsibility. One program that fits in the category
of foreman upgrading is seeking to transfer the foreman's supervision
and decision-making roles to th'e entire face crew. While the autonomous'
work group project is not strictly a training prograni, it is an experi-
ment in changing miner behavior and job satisfaction that seems to be
coming up with improved safety and production records. It isikot men-2.,.

b oned here because of any unique training methods or media used, but
,

because it
/

(illustrates he differences between training that is needed to
pass some-test at an/arbitrary time inteival and training, organizing,
and leading miners o be safe, satisfied, and productive eniployees.\/-Equipment Operation

.

Operation of m ning equipment is taught in both-underground training
units and in schtiol or mine company above-ground mine mock-ups. Howeve
these-programS are.relatively few in number.. Most miners learn by .observ-
ing other miners. When they fee eady to-try a new job:themselves they



will bid for the assignMent when open. In some instances, these new wo k
assignments come from ,the supervisor to meet a need that is filled by
the most available minr (figually new) and not as the result of any
planned IneqUence of job progression from helper to 4erator. When two
men are needed to operate a.' single machine the progression from
helper to 'operator can work for informal on-the7job training methods.
This appra,ch has both limits and ehe inherentadanger of the helper
learning bad_habits from the operator. At the other extreme, the under-
ground training unit at a large.metal mine used up to three T9reman as
instructors per shift in an operator graining program.. This program
beginswith introduction to the basic nature af each machine, the pre-
shift.checks and maintenance, .tandard operating procedures,Netc., 'and

rough- aCtual_operation of mining equipment,under decreasing
vels of supervision. Aftker aisignment to a production unit the new

miner also must demonstrate his qualification to the unit foreman before
_-

starting out anal new equipment assignment. The Methods employed
here include a combination of lecture, home-work, demonstration, and.
practical experienCe. Use of combined training and production work
uniti'to provide apefato-r training wagadVocated-by seVeral of the coal
mine operators contacted and has been:put into effect in at least one
case, It has also been learned that other operators are now seeking to
start such a program on a trial basis.

General

Course materials vary with the topic, as should be expected. Wide-
spread use of MESA films, video tapes, transparencies or slides,
palters, ,and instruction guides has already been rioted. Several co -
panies are -reparing their own video tapes of lectures -and demonstra-
tions. 'The extensive use of films and video tapes in some programs
represent attempts to compensatd for the lack of qualified instructors.
When this Means that the desired information is being presented by ttw

ost suitable instructor, or that a larger number of Miners can be
reached than woUld otherwise be possible, there can be no argument
with-this use of audio-visual media. Where there is noprovision for
trainee response or experience and instructor feedback, simply watching
a film or tape can easily be a waste of time. The provision for response
can be relatively simple. A checklist or list of questions along with the
appropriate apparatus for demonstration by the person leading the.follow7
up discus-sion is apparently successful. Training addsVIOr first aid courses
are numerous and are frequently employed, especially devices for ,gain--

.ing experience in artificial respiration. A glass roofed mine model is
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often used to illustrate the methods of mine veritilalion. Other mockups
observed included devices to illustrate articulated steering, effects of
changing the center of gravity Of loaded equipment, and the logic for
drilling patterns and shot sequence.

Mining law and company safety'or operating standards are frequently
printed in Pocket-sized pamphlets given to all employees. Many are il-
lustrated with cartoons showing the results of improper work practices
This tends to be the extent of the material given the hourly employee for
home study. Other more elaborate selfLstudy materials were not ob-
served during this survey, although it is known that various self-paced train-
ing cour.ses are being developed. No one contacted expected that any form
of home study will gain widespread acceptance and use. 'Many, however,
did agree that any approach to training that would get the attention of
more mineTs would be worth trying.

Instructo

As with any effort td pass information from one person to another,.=
the success of teaching mine safety is highly dependent on the character-
iatics of the instructor. In order to impart knowledge and to develop
attitudes favoring safe work,practices, an instructor must be well-versed
in both the subject matter (technical skills plus experience) and'in the
techniques of transmi,tting.the knowledge and attitudes necessary to in-
still safe work habits.' The technical skills and experience of the in-.
structors observed in the survey were uniformly high. Many we're
former foremen or managers and their backgrounds satisfy the require-
ment of knowing the subject matter. Transmittal or Leaching skills were
more difficult tO assess than were background characteristics. One
general observation is that instructional skills seem Lo be less well-
developed than are tehnical skills.. Similarly, teaching skills,seem to
be less uniform from instructor Ed-instructor.

In most cases, instruct° r ,rjxperieiced'Thiners or experienced
in their technical field (e.g., e1ectricity or hydraulics). The length of
time each had worked as a mine.r;-and the jobs each-performed varied
widely, but all those who had some firsthand experience v.-;.th mining
had been foremen or engineers. Most state instructors and.a number of
the instructors in larger coal companies had been active in the mining
industry in other capacities. 'Many instructors in formai training programs
were MESA certified. Night program instructors at vocational schools



tended to be men
nearby mines.

rking in supervisory or engineering p 0--k at

in the case of on-the-job training, the instruc or's background is
more difficult to determine since such training is usually carried out'
by the miner's immediate supervisor. The foreman responsible for
on-the-job training of a new man or man changing jobs will usually as-
sign this trainee to work with an experienced miner. This arrangement,
of course, allows a great deal of flexibility in the length and style of
the instruction and certainly provides one of the best student to teacher
ratios (usually one to one). Unfortunately, the approach also allows for
a great deal of inconsistency in.the quality of the instruction. Unsafe
work habits can be transmitted as easily as proper ones and irdifferent,
f not negative, attitudes toward safety precautions are often passed

from old to new miners via on-the-job sessions. The problem is not
that on-the-job training is inherently bad or even deficient, it is merely
inconsistent from case to case and very difficult to monitor and correct
or improve when it is inade quatc. On-the-job training can be strengthened
by use of theck-off lists to note progress and insure that a minimum
topics will be covered.

Foremen usually provide most of the Safety training per se. Such
training usually consists of the mandatory safety instruction plus occas-
ional' topics chosen by the foreman himself or other mine officials, de-
pending on local custom. Safety officers often try to use recent and
knovni mine accidents as the basis of lessons for the regularly scheduled
safety meetings.. When a mine had designated safety officer, he was
found to be in communication with his counterparts from other mines
and state and federal agencies. Encouragement for sharing of ideas and
approaches to safety programs via private associational activity and for
state or federally sponsored v,orkshops and conventions is'going on in
some regions. The4e efforts need to be nurtured and should focus more
attention on instructional approaches and motivational tebliniques.

Motivation

The term motivation refers to the whole spectrum of efforts
make the individual miner aware of the hazards involved in his k and
how to avoid accidents and injury, These efforts can even begin with
training given the miner before he is hired. Pre-employ ent vocational
training programs for the young man 'seeking a mining carter will usually .



guarantee a graduate a good job with a mining company or a mining equip-
ment manufacturer. Renee, [here is some built-in motivation to take
advantage of this type of [raining, including-the safety training offered.
Some problems do arise when the graduate is not able to bid on jobs
for which he-has been trained in school because of union seniority
bidding prOcedures. Consequently, bidding policies can have a negative
irnpact on the motivation of a young-person to seek vocational training
far a mining career, unless,the training can be integrated into a work-
study program that provides for building up both the needed skills and
seniority at the same tithe.

Safe work motivation techniques used by companies to improve the
safety records of their operation can be conveniently put into one of three
categories.- These are the safety consciouness raising efforts, the reward
incentives programs, and the organizational change approaches. The
first two use a series of "gimmicks"(no negative connotations are to be
_mplied) in order to make the/miner more aware of hazards-,-- and to think
positively abourk practieps that avoid these hazards. These programs
may consist of signs, posters., decals, and iterbal communications -(both
personal and radio messages) designed to stimulate thought about safe work
habits.:

Closely linked to the advertising approac.h, is the incentive-reward
approach. In this case the .miner is rewarded for periods of accident
free work. The rewards range from bonus pay to trading stamps. Some
companies give discounts oh safety shoes and boots or Other goods to
workers-with good safety records. Prizes may be, given to the Wives
of:employees who know the current.safety slogan. Family..participation
has been found to be an important source of miner motivation and is
encouraged by companies through such efforts as giving, prizes to miners
children for creating the monthly safety slogan or poster and sponsoring
annual.'safety banquets Or picnics. Negative reactions and miner resent-
ment to involving families was cited by few-of the companies surveVed.
This seerns to stem from strong adversary feelings between Management
and lab-or where the pHzes are seen by the Miner as an attempt to shift
his loyalty rather than induce him to work safely.:

The third category, consists of those efforts made to'increase safety
and production by making changes in the actual organization of production
operations. These efforts are experimental and limited to a few companies
and usually to a portion of the total work force. Ln its simplest forrn,
the approach consists of efforts to train foremen in better leadership
techniques. The more sophisticated techniques employ efforts to develop
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new and more satisfying roles for both the foremen and the workers,
to improve communication between the foreman and his men and to
involve the men more directly in the decision-making process of the
company, particularly in regard to safe work practices.

On an even more limited scalej experiments are being cal ducted in
which the entire organization of p duction is:being altered. While such
programs are few in number, they deserve attention.because of their
potential pay--off :to the coal industry:and because they are now being
paralleled with new organizational teahniques being tested in many other
parts of private enterprise, education, -and government; particularly the

The,underlying theme Sf these efforts i the increased independence
and responsibility of the individual work groups in the mine. The thesis
is that increased productivity and safety will be realized by developing
a production organization that allows the work group maximum autonomy
in its operation: In some cases, in exchange for greatly reduced company
supervision and direction, the work group relinquishes its grievance pro-
cedure, taking on the responsibility to solve its own problems. Obviously,
initiging such programs requires a great deal of cooperation and support,
from both union and management.

The benefits from these programs have been,deMonstrated in the
experimental cases but they,ar,e too few and too new to have yet been
adequately e%aluated as a possible course for a large portion of the coal-
industry to adopt in its effort -to improve both production'and safety.

Follow-up Survey

Upon completion of the draft summary report, copies were sent to
organizations cooperating in the survey for review. Plots of several
Ielationships between training and.injuries showing individual mines and
company or division results were sent to mining companies along with
the appropriate survey narrative. In general, this review did net elisclo,se
the need for revisi'on of the training program descriptions, analysis
findings, or recommendations. Five elements of new information were
turned up that- will be added to this summary.

Mine management and leadership emerge as a dominant theme in the
folloiv-up discussions. Training for supervisors in leaderShip and
communications skills is now available from several commercial and
academic institutions. Numerous examples of mine operators who are
seeking solutions to their labor, productivity, and safety problems

-through useof_this,-type_of.tr_aining_ can_now_ be identified.Some_ appear
to be well satisfied with the results obtained, however, no rigorous
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evaluation is possible. Operator skill training in either under-g-rtrund---,
or simulator environments for coal mining still appears to he lim_ited
to providing a fixed amount of exposure and hands on experience withou
testing the trainee skill relative to some "production standard" as was
found in a large metal mine. Check lists and safe job procedures developed
for formalizing on-the-job training are very detailed and complete. So
detailed, in fact, that one may question whether.they reflect the normal
work procedures that are followed. For example, the time planned for
roof bolting in the "typical" production cycle and observed in various
time studies is not realistic if the bolter were to perform every step
on the "approved procedure." Care must be taken to avoid training one
thing while demanding another when actually engaged in mining.

More, and more vocational-technical schools that:are just Starting
to offer miner,training or have been doing so under state or HEW Office
of Education support turn up as time passes. The content of these
programs',varies with local needs. Maintenance.training appears to be
a dominant topic. This probably reflects the fact that:maintenance man
apprentice or trained hasbeen a easily defined job bidding opportunity.
The provision for formal skill training .and standards for other mine
occupations .will probably: lead to greater/involvement of vocational-
technical schools in the area of equipment Operation. The most effective
use of this training resource scorns:, to be inithe provision of training in

,

the skills needed in a miners next job rather than a one or.more year
sampling of all the skills and knowledge that .can be assembled on the
subject of mining. There is a need for management and labor to agree on
more than just a need for training now if the time and resourcee devoted
to training are going to efficiently produce more and safer miners to
meet-the needs of likely industry 27;xpansion.

Finally, the fact that interpretations of first aid and lost'tAme
injuries do vary was called to our attention. Analysis that compares
the injury rates reported by one company with another company/ or
mine will, of course, be biased accordingly. However, our main
concprn in,the quantitative data analysis is with the change over time
within a reporting unit. Evaluations of effectiveness were therefore
not biased by mine to mine variation in what gets reported. Ati the same
time the available data is limited by its apparent quality and ailack of
common definition between repot-Ls of accidents and training whose
objective may he reduction of accidents.
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

Overview.

Study of the relat onships between total t aining effort and overall
accident records centered on two pairs of measures. Total injuries

million man hours versus total erriployee-courses per million man
horrs is the first relationship. The second is total lost days per 1,000
tons versus total employee-courses per 1,000 tons. Both give essentially
the same results for identification of effective and ineffective training,
but the latter is of interest because it.can be resealed to represent a
comparison of the production "costs" of accidents and training.

The analysis has included both the 300 individual ines and aggregate
scores for, companies or divisions. Quarterly and, anmual time inter,-ils
have been used. Time lags between training and injury rates(and the

...reverse) of zero, one, and two quarters or years were considered._
Cross plots were studied for 25 possible hypotheses for the relationship
between levels of, or changes to, training rates and levels of, or changes
to, injury rates. Because all the training has not been uniformly effective
and because many factors other than training also influence injury rates,
these plots,were not exTected to either prove or disprove any of the hypo-
theses. Finding clusters or bands inferring some systematic distinction
between groups of mines Would have been useful for the derivation of re-
commendations concerning the nature of the training effort needed for
effective training. No shnple formulas for effective training are to be
found in either the hundreds of plots or in the identities of mines, com-
panies, or divisions that fall within the two areas of the plots that could
be defined as effective or ineffective. _ The general nature of how Lotal
training and total injuries have varied in the 300 mine cross section of
the industry is surnmarized below by some tables a.nd examples of plots.

Although study of the plots found'evidence that high and increasing
raining rates are generally associated with low or improving injury rates,

was also found that the evaluation criterion should consider more than
just one or two points in time. A more detailed study of the entire time
series data using both quarterly and annual aggregations sought to.improve
the classification of programs into effective and ineffective groups. Each
mine, company, or division was given a weighted score for each period
of training (guar er or years based on:



Training rates
the average traini

1

at and the previous period and
for the 1972-1974

Inj ry 'rates in that and the following period and
the average injury rate for that mini,
company, or division.

The average scOre or "effectiveness index" was used to rank the mines
or companies and divisions into approximate quartiles. Cases in the
top and,bottom quartiles agree well with the results, obtained from the
bivariate plots. The main difference is that slight decreaSes in training
rates; and slight increases of injUry rates are not arbitrarily exeluded from
the evaluation or considered.ineffective.

Comparison of training program descriptive information for mines
apparently having the most and least effective training was not able to show that
any particular training method-or procedure is more effective than another.
There are simply too many examples of all approaches to-training that
can be found near the top and bottom of the effectiveness ranking,s to be
able to associate one characteristic with success any more than another.
Nor is type of company, mine, qeam, orlocation of any importance in
accounting for a mine's ranking 'in training effectiveness. Examination

of the mix r f training effort between the several categories of course
objectives did reveal some-important distinctions. The ratio of instructors
to employees and also the percentage of quarters in which training was

given show the greatest differences between the most and least effective
training programS. Finally, an example of how effective training can
reduce lost day rates was developed.

Total Training Versus Total Injuries

Plots of Lost Days Per 1,000 Tons Versus Employee-Courses Per 1,000 Tons

The examples of the results of plotting a measure of training rate
versus a measure of injury ,rate are drawn from the work done by using
production as a basis for the rates. These were selected since both

lost days and employee-courses can easily be interpretedias-costs. Fi-

gures 1 and 2 are plots of the changes in the lost day rate from 1972 to
1973 and from 1973 to 1974 versus the change in the training rate between
1972 and 1973. These plots use a logarithmic scale to facilitate identi-
fication of the large number of the 140 mines that had relatively'small
"1"The differences ware obtained so that positive values represent improve ent
to lost day rates and increases in training rates.
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140 Individual Mini.

Change tn Employee-Couraee Fier 1.000 To128
' (1 97 3 Minus 1972)

Figure 1

Changes in L6st Day and Training- Rates
without.Time Lag

Change in Employee-Courses Per 1,000 Ton.
(1973 Minus 1972)

Figure 2

Changes, in Lost .Day and Training Rates
with Lost Day Rate Lagged
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_changes. The right hand sides of these plots show the 96 mines that
increased their 1973 rate of training over their 1972 training rate. In

1973 only 44 of those 96 mines had a decrease in the lost day rate from
1972 levels. Looking ahead a year finds 79 of the 96 mines had improved
lost day rates. Not shown in theSe plots is the fact that some 55 of the
96-miners increased their training rate again in 1974 and this seems to
explain 26 of the 47 cases of lost day rate improvement in 1974 but not
1973. Of the 44 cases of decreased-lost'clay rate in 1973 only 12 changed to
increases in 1974 even though all but one of these are associated with
continued increase in training rate in 1974. Of 44 mines that decreased
their training rate in 1973 only 12 had improved lost day rates in both
1973 and 1974. All of these 12 mines had relatively high trauling rates in
1972 and all are part of large companies that have active safety programs
that do not show up in the MESA training data. Another 22 of the 44 mines
with a decreased 1973 training rate had lost day rate improvements in
either 1973 or 1974. Again, these can be associated with very high_1972
training rates or an increase in the 1974 training rate. In summary,
nearly all the improvements to lokt day rates can, be related to a high or
increased training rate. Study of 31 increaLies to lost day rate in 1974
finds only 15 cases of increased training in 1973 to 74 that might be
termed "ineffective." This says a-great deal for the overall effective-
ness of training-, but these findings'cannot be derived from study of any
single pair-of-training and injury rate observations.

A second way of viewing the data presented in figures 1 and 2 is to
divide the change in training rate into quartiles and determine what pro-
portion of mines in each quartile'had improved lost day rates in,1973
or 1974, Lost cUy rate improvements aSsociated with 1974 training rate
increases should be excluded and ,were when the_distinction was possible.
Table 1 lists the results of this tabulation of changes.

-TABLE 1

PERCENT DECREASED LOST DAY RATE BY QUARTILE-OF.

THE 1972 TO 1973 CHANGE OF TRALNZIG RATE

Year.of
Lost Day Ra e qreatest increase to greatest decrease
Decrease First Second `Third Fourth

Quartile of Change of Tr-aining Rate

1973 40 54 50 47
1974 86 86 61 35
130th 31 43 17 23
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There is a fairly clear indication from the 86 percent improvements in
1974 for the two quartiles of greatest increase in trainfaig that increased
training is more likely to be associated with improved lost day rates than
is decreased training. But it is also clear that the evaluation needs to
consider more than just the changes in order to accurately rate.the
effectiveness of the various training programs. This can be seen from
the foroportion of mines with a decreased yet still quite high training
rate in 1973 that is associated with Irriproved lost day rates in 1973 and
1974. The next set of plots will deal with both levels and changes in
training and injury rates over the 1972 to mid-1974 period.

The 140 mines in the plots of Figures 1 and 2 represent43 companies
or divisions ranging from 1 to 30 mines. The aggregate company and
division lost day and training rates and annual changes are plotted in
Figures 3 through 11. Figures 3 and 4 are the eross plots of the two
annual changes of the rates without ante lags and with the lost day rate
change lagged one year as in Figures 1 and 2. Figures 5, 6, and 7 are cross
plots of the same change of training rate from 1972 to 1973 versus the klit day
rates in 1972, 1971 and 1974, respectively. Finally, the last four plots 9
t hrough 11, pull all the information together by showing the 1972 training rates
versus 1973 lost day rates and 1973 training rates versus 1974 lost day rates.
Figure 8 shows all cases while Figurer, 9 through 11 give the examples of
effective and ineffective cases of increased training and the cases of decreased
training. Of the 43 companies or divisions:

19 experienced an improved lost day, rate in 1973 with the
median change being a 0.25 day/1,000 tons increase.

29 experienced an improved lost day rate. in 1974 with the
Median Change being :a 0.45 day/ I, 000 tons decline.

12 expe ienced declines in both 1973 and 1974.

8 experienced increases in both 1973 and 1974.

33 increased 1973 training rates over the 1972 levels with
the median change being a 0. SO employee-course/1000 tons
increase.

Dividing the change of training rate into quartiles gives thróe ranges
of increased training of 11 cases each and 10 cases of decreased training.
In each qtiartile the changes that took place were:

Largest in/crease in training rate (11 cas
. 5 irriproved lost day rates in 1973.
. 3 of those 5 improved again in 1974.

4/cases shifted from increase in 1973 lost day rate
Over 1972 to a 1974 improvement (decrease).
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a la a

43 Companies or Divisions

0

Change in Empli.yeeCouraca er 1.000 Tons
1973 Minus 19721

Figure 3

Changes in Lost pay and Training Rates
without Time Lag

43 Com anies_or Divisions

Change in Employee-Courses Per 1,000 Tons
(1973 Minus 1972)

Figure 4

!Changes in Lost Day and Training Rates
with Lost Day Rate Lagged
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43 Companies or Divi

8
a

-4.4 0
Change in Employee-Course, Per

( 1973 Minus 1972)

Figur e 5_

000 Toni

star ing Lost pay Rate and Change in Training Rate

43 Corn nice or JDivicionu

Change in Employee -Cdurses Per 1,000 Tons
(1973 Minn. 1972)

Figure 6

Ending Lent Day Rate and hange in .Training Rate
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4 3 Companies ar Divisions

7

Change in Employee-Courses Per 1.000 Tons
(1973 Minus 1972)

Figure 7

r%quent Lost bay Rate and Change-,in Tr ning Rate

a

es

0 a

48 Corn anies or Divisions
a a 1971 E-C vs. 1973 L. D.
a-1973 =C vs. 1974 L. D.

Employee-Courses Per 11000 Tons

Figure 8

Training Rates Versus Lagged Lost Day Rates



Employee-Courses Perl, 000 Tons
(Plotted As Log 10 (E -C 1 000 T. + 0.1)

0 = '72 Empl-Cse/1, 000 T. vs. '73 Lost Days/1,000 T.
CI 2 '73 Empl-Cse/1, 000 T. vs. '74 Lost Days/11 000 T.

Figure 9

1..tamples of Effective Training
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ZS

Z.13

Employee-Courses Per 1,009 Tons
(Plotted As Log10 (E-C/1, 000 T. +0.1)

0,2'72 Empl-Cse 1,000 T. vs. 173 Lost Days/1,000 T.
Qr. '73 Empl-Cse , 000 T. vs. '74 Lost Days/1,000

Figure 10 (
Examples of Ineffective Training
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$4 OD

Employee-Courses
(Plotted as Logi° (E-C

- '7Z Empl-Cse/l, 000 T. vs
CI= 173 Empl-Cse 1,000 T. vs

Figure 11

Per 1,000 Tons,
/1, 000 T. + 0.
. '73 Lost Days .000 T.

'74 Lost nays 000 T.

Examp es of Decreased Training Rate

.33
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i-rnge.incrase i n training rate (11 cases) --
. 5 improved los-t- day rates in 1973 and one

stayed at zero.
That one (small company) stayed at zero in
1974 and 4 of the other 5 continuel to improve
their lost day rates in 1974.
5 cases shifted from increase.in L73 to improved
lost day rate in 1974.

Least increase in training rate (11 cases) --
4 improved lost day rates in 1973.
3 of those improved again.in 1974.
6 cases shifted from increacc lin 1973 to
Mproved lost day rate in 1974.

Decreased training rate (10 cases) --
. 6 increased lost day rates in 1973.

4 of those 6 iner.eased again in 1974.
8 of the 10 had higher than average_lost
day rates in-1974.
The other Z cases are one-large company whose
safey training does not appear'in the MESA data
and a srnall company 'that went from two Minor
to zero injuries.

An improvement to the lost day rate that corxesponds to increased
training rates is almost twice as likely in the following year. As noted
earlier, part of that improvement must also be attributed to training in
the,following year, but for'purposes of identifying cases of effective
and ineffective training using a time lag seems to be appropriate. The
changes.plotted *in Figures 3 through 7 and why the training appears to
be More or less effective can be seen by placing 1972 training versus
1973 lost day rates and 1973 training versus 1974 lost day rates on the
same croils plot 'Figure 81. Connecting the two pointi as is done in
Figures 9 through 11 shows the changes plotted earlier on Figure 4..

_Figure 9 gives the 26 examples of effective training that appear in the
upper right hand quadrant of Figure 4. Figure 10 gives the 7 examples
of increased training and increased lost day rate appearing in the lower
right hand or "ineffective" quadrant of Figure 4. Figure 11 shows the 10

-decreased training.cases where 6 of the 10 had corresponding increas
---in their lost day rates and only Z had better than average decreases in

lost day rate (improvement).

2
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These plots indicate,that there is variation in the effectiveness of
overall trainii)g as reported to MESA, and that increasing or high
training leyels tend to correspond to improving and low lost day rates.
There may still be some question of demonstrating that a causal rela-
tionship exists as,well as the-need to consider injury rates both during
and in the year after the training being evaluated. The next sectiori will
seek to deal with the latter question. Still another pro,blem-is the fact
that many mines with virtually identical training programs fall into both
effective and ineffective groups: This could mean that the program char-
acteristics may.not have much bearing on effectiveness.

Annual Evaluations of Total Injuries Per Million Man Hours Versus Total
Employee-Courses-Per Million Man Hours

'Grouping the various approaches tia training miners into effect ve
and ineffective sets for comparison on the basis of annual changes-and_a one year lag between training and injury rate was not completely satis-
factory. Some cases are neither clearly effective nor ineffective, cases
of decreased training are excluded, the level of training and injury rates
is not considered( and only one of three periods of training (19731 in the
available data is being evaluated. In order to overcome theee objections
the follpwink questions were asked about each mine, company, and
division training rate for1972, 1973, and 1974:

Did the training rate increase or decrease
the prior year?

Where thetraining rate decreased, was it above
or below the three year average, or was it zero?

Equal weight was given to increased and above average training-rates.
Below average training rates that were decreasens were given partial-,
credit for improved or low injury rates, but ho training at all received
a zero score. The score's given each year's training depended on answ
to the followinquestidns about injury rates:

Did the following_year's injury rate increase or
decrease from its level in the current year for the
training being evaluated?

Where the injury rate decreased,. was the injury
rate of the current year above or below average?
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Where the injury rate increa ed or did not
i

dhange,
-

zvlwere both-iiijiiry rates abo e average, bothlbelow
average,. or was only the current rate belo average?

/
Decreases to injur5)- ratethat were already below average for that
organization should be harVto a...hieve and_were given/greatest weight.
Increases to abdvg average injury rates are defined as inI effective and
were given a ne ative score. An inc,reased injury rate that was still
below average as given a partially effective score. Molving from a'
below to abové average score,Was given slightly less' weilght in consider-

e 1ation of the likely contributiOn of training toward keeping--,the rate low
in the Currnt year. ( /

Training in 1972 was scored as if it was a decrease in order to give
different weight to above and below-average rates., For11974 trAining
/1973 in gome other cases) no change of injury rate is assumed and the

1. score is based entirely on the current injury ratg. ScoTes of 10, 8, 6,
4, 3, 0, -3, .and ....5 w ere possible for vach year of traiFiing. An average
score or "effectiveness index", ,EI'; was calculated for_eackr mine, company,
and,division. A secdnd score for each aggregate unit was ,also calculated
from the scores of its'component mines. The distribution of these average
scores for companies' and divisions by company type is given in,FigUre 12. .,

= Metal Non-metal)
= Captive

Laig Independed
SI = Small Independent

-4 1. 5 5

Figure 12

6. 5 10

_Distributionerage Annual Trainin
Effectiveness Index Scores by Company Type
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Such a ranking of Mines, cornpanies, and divisions should be more
accurate than an evaluation on the basis of LW° sets of annual Changes
to tke training and subsequent injury rates. The results wet-6 mileh the
same , however., except for having a range of possible scores instead .

of just ,two effective and ineffective categories. Nor do comparisonsof
training approaches between the top and bottom portions of the range
ppear more (rultfa. Mines ware located in the top and bi-:Atom qUa-rtiles

for 1-7 of the 24 companies or divisions of 5 or more mines. Part of this
might be explained by'difterences in other conditkions at those mines,
but it is npt possible to control for such factors with the existing data
sets. Some differences_ between the most and least effective training
Wffe found, but first a more rigorous approach to ranking the:dffee ve-
ness will be briefly noted.

Quarterly Evaluations of Total Injuries Per Million Man Hours Versus
Total Ernployee-Courseq Per Million Man Hours

A quarter by quarter study of the overall training and injury rates
was conducted to see if a lag of one, two, orthree-qUarters-might-be-

-more app opriate than one year. The use of up to eight evaluation
points rat1çr than three might be less subject-to artifacts of the evalua-
tion logic, lso the first and last periads can be delete-d without recours,
to special a roptions needed to force a score: The logic was-again
based on t!e amc two questions about the change and levels of the training_

rate as weie iise d_for annual evaluations.' Then the injury rates were
checked to see if:

The injt. y rate in the next -_uarter was an
increase or decrease?

For increased injury ra es. was the next
quarter's level above or below average for

,that ordanization?

A count of the sequence of changes over four quarters was made to
see if any particular pattern is dominant. Over four quarters tliere are

'eight possible.sequences for either training or injury rates. The eight .

..,by eight matrix relating the.sequeneesfor the two rates is- shown in
Figure 13. Thetotal'number of four quarter Sequences in -the -data sets
is just under .1,200 .since there are up to seven for each of the mines.
With just a few exceptions Ihe distribution of .sequences shOwn in Figure,-
1.3 is nearly random,.

AZ
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Trai ing .RateChange Sequence

+++ + - +-- +-+ -++ -+- --+ ToQi

1.7 1. 0 4. 0 O. 7 Z. 0 3. 4 1 0 14. 8

--+ O. 0 1. 7 13 5. 4 1. 3 1. 7 Z. 3 O. 0 13. 8

1. 3

O. 7

13
O. 7

4. 0 Z. 0 4. 0 3. 0 0.7 8. 1

17 O. 3 1023 O. 7 7. 8

14.8
++ O. 3

+-+ 1. 7 3. 0 1. 0 3. 4 2. 3 1. 0

+-- 1. 0 Z. 3 O. 3 3. 4 1. 7 Z. 0 4. 4 O. 7 15. 8

++- O. 3 1. 3 1 7 Z. 3 O. 7 Z. 0 O. 7 10. 4

+++ O. 0 1:0 O. 3 1 0 O. 3 1. 3 O. 3 O. 3 4. 7

plurnn
Fatal

6 7 13.1 7.7 24.5 9.4 14.4 19. 5 4.7

Figure 13
-4(

Patterns of Changed Injury and Training Rates-

Increased, decreased, and then increased trauling rates 0--+1 stand àut
as representing althost a quarter of the sequences in the training rate
time series. The sequences of injury rate consisting of 2 or 3 decreases ehat

.make _up more than half the columri total here are a sign of generally pasi ive
results associated with increased training. Improved injury rates may
lead to a decrease in training as well as the opposite causal relationship
in which.high trainbig rates or increases follow increased or high injury
rates. However, the fact that one injury rate sequence-(+-+) is the highest
cell percentage in the matrix rather tban the 1-4---% sequence also indicates
something about the influence of injury rates on training. Froth the per-
spective of the influence of injuries on training the percentages of Figure
13 show that a two quarter se4taence of decreased injury rate goes With a
lower training rate in the second quarter. This can also be observed in
data for training by objecqve category verstis injury type. An implication
of this could be that ari increase of injury rate is more likely to follow de-
creased tfaining by one quarter than the reverse (namely, decreases of
injiiry rate in the quarter following an increase in training. Low injury
rates seem to represent.unstable,situations requiring easentially steady-
pressure from training and other Safety activities if they are to-star law.

Percentage_of totaLfour quarter_s_equencos_are_ ell
Not all totals check due to rounding to nearest tenth.
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II s cr teria selected for cvaluating a quarter's training on the basis
of the next quarter's injury rate give a score of 10, 8; 6, 4, 3, 0, -3, o
-5 for each quarter except the last.- In most: cases this would be nine
quarters-whose scores were then averaged to obtain an effectiveness index.,
for 17 9 individual mines, shops, and preparation plants, plus 6 7 company .
or division aggregations, (5 6 are mitually exclusive). Figure 14 presents
th&distribution-of-individual-unit-trainingeffectivenss indices by company
type. Fach score was compared wi,th the results of the anniiilVä1uhois

cases were found.in which the ranking had changed between the upper
and lower quartiles. Another 15 cases had differences that amount to (he
span of their quartile. Company and d visioniaggregate scores were
esgentially unchanged.

NM

LI
LI

LI
II

M 8.1 NM Metal 14, Non-metal
C Captive

LI Large Indept.ndept
SI . mall-Independent

M NM

LI

.-2 3. 4
Figure 14

LI

8

Distribution of Quarterly Training Effectivene
Index Scorew by Company _Type

4 7
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Company type distributions in the quarterly evaluations ,qeem'to indi-
cate that the Steel company (captive% operations tend to rank' toward the
mostly effective end of the range which differs from the annual evaluations.
The higl--...1st percentage of small independents appear in the loWer half of
the' range as shown in Table 2, another shift from the annual results.
The percentages in this table show both the state and company type dis-
tributions bekween the upper and lower half of the effectiveness index
ranges for annual and-quarterly_data. _Other than the states 'having only
a few mines in the sample, the highest percentage tending toward low or
high is the 67 percent of the Kentucky mines tending high according to
the annual.evaluatthns. Overall, no particular type of company or state
appears to hold the key to effective training.

TABJE 2

LOWER.AND UPPER HALF PERCENTAGES BY

COMPANY TYPE AND MINE LOCATION

Annual- Lower Half
__Annia1 Quarterl

57 58 37
186 46 49

31
i74 56

75 75

100 100

34
3

33

11

58
1

4
33
9,4

lop p
46 47

o 33
33 : 41
50 50
36 45
60 56

100 100
Km 25
63 60
50 42

Upper Half QuArterly
Annual Quarterly Nimber

Captive '-',_ 42-
Large Inde 54
.pendent
Small Inde-
pendent
MetalMon-

26,

25
Metal
Alabama 0
C9lorado 0
Illinois-. 54
Indiana 100
Kentucky - 67
Michigan,
Ohio

50
64

Pennsylvan a 40
Tennessee 0
Utah 0
Virginia 37r.
W. Virginia SO

4 8

63 27
51 32

44 16.
a

25

0
100
53.
67
59
50

15
3

29,
2

55 11

44 34
9 ]

75 _ 4
40, 33
58 45
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Sokne corripanies or.divisions hav ng very good aggregate evaluations
may have several mines ranked rather low for training effectiveness.
Part of the mines training at a high rate.- rank Iow in contrast to some

--with-training- rates- well-bel ow-aVe rage. that-seern-to-be--quite-effective
_in the training they are doing at a low rate. Much of this can not be '

. expilained by the analysis of the existing aggregate data. There are,
however, -a few.other characteristics of. the mines and.their training
programs which can be compared.

In the-1974 data obtained froMMESA, the instructor's soc al
security nurriber wai listed. Counting the number of instructor's
being used and dividing by the employment (potential trainees) prOvides
one training program'characteristic for comparison of'effectiVe and
neffective programs. The result of this comparison for the top'and

bottom ten.mines cif the quarterly effectiveness ranking-shows that \

emplay=eetoinstru_c_t_o_r ratio co_uld be!an ithportint factor. The
average erriployee-to-instructor ratio in the, top ten mines is 23:1.
For the bottom terimines that ratio gbes 'up to-64:1. Not one mine
the top ten has a ratio above the 64:1 average ef'the least effective
programs. -Only two of the bottom ten have a-ratio lowerthan 23:1.
This does not say anything about who the instructors are, -who they work
for, how often they- cbnduct classes, etc., but it may uphold the classic
theory that the lower the student to teacher ratio; the more effective;
the classroom situation. This also may well indicate something about
the general level of effort going into the tra ning program and the returns
in reduced or continued low injury rates.

A secondcomparison betvreen the fop and bottom ten mines was also
'derlved from the basic input data. The question here concerns the mix
.-of course-hourS between several categdYies of training objectives. The
most effective training programs are expected-to have-a larger portion
of theit effort in- the categories of courses for ground control, haulage,
machinery, and general accident prevention and less in the categories
of mine atmosphere testing, first aid,*and mine rescue in the distribu=
tion of course-hours than would less effective programs. This expecta-
tion was based on the- results of evaluations of each:of these training
categories in terms of the corresponding-accident types. These accident

4
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prevention categor es of train ng were found to be very effective in
reducing injury rates. Table 3 indicates that if there is any discernab
difference in the mix of progra effort, it is the bottom ten mines on
the overall effectiveness ranking -hat tend to emphasize the accident
prevention courses. While this se ms to be a contradiction,, a possible
reason for this result can be found i the identity of the ZO mines.
Seven of the top ten belong to large c mpanies that Use their own pro-
grams to stress awareness of job haza ds and safe work practices through
job safety analysis and accident prev-in bn-tra:iiiing procedures. This
is true of only three of the bottom ten m es in the overall effectiveness
ranking. Two of the ten also reported-no training in the MESA courses
of the accident prevention categories. The percentages in Table 3 also
demonstrate the disparity that eXiSts between effort reported in the op-
tional areas of accident prevention and the mandatory training categories.
An average duration of 50 hours for electrical qualification/ requalifica-
tion Makes the course-hours in'this category very high relative to the
percentage of plectrical type injuries. The other very high percentage
of effort comes in the first aid/mine reseue categories and is indicative
of the fact that reported- training largely consists of activity needed to
remain-rn compliance rather than an accurate representation of all
traininveffor

Training
Category

TABLE 3

TRAINING PROGRAM EFFORT DISTRIBUTION*'

Accident Prevention

Electrical Qualification

Mine Ventilation/
Atmosphere Testing

First Aid/Mine Rescue

Mine Law/Safety
_Program Administration

Ten 'Most_ Effective
Training Programs

All
-Mines

Ten Least Effective
Traing Pro rams

5. 6 4. 9 7 4

38. 3 50. 0 36. 0

_16. 3 15 0. 10, 5

35.0 26. 0 4Z. 1

4. 7 3 6 4. 0

Percentage of total train ng hours.



Trairiajective Catego Vex. Sus j u ry:am
_ _

Cross-seetional tests of annual\aggregations of training in the
several categories defined earlier and total; injuries or specific injury
types were carried (Jilt in a search for systematic relationships between
training rates in various objettives and corresponding injury rates.
These tests found that:

-No category oftraming Was associareA-with adverse'r ulte.

The relationship between total training rate and total injury
:rate for the 180-mine sample was weak at best..

,

Any evidence of a stronger, "causal relationship would need
to- come-from tirrie series analyses ofrspecific training ob-

jectives' and,injury types.

The mix of training _objectives seerned to be biased toward
general topics-that are not accident causes.

,, Continued-work with the-time-series-Aata_for totaLtrainin total
' injuries described in the previous sections did not seek to demonstrate

that overall training ha any causal linkage to injury rates. It was as-
Burned that this would be at least partly true for mostly effective train-
ing and not true for training that fails to saLisfy the definition of effec-
tive. All,mines in the data set were ranked on an "effectiveness index"
according to this basic evaluation criteria.

Work,on evaluation of the several categories of training objectives
began-by consideration of thousands* of plots from the annual time
series 1972, 1973, 1974 ( first- half ). There was no new information ob-
tained that was not disclosed by the annual cross sectional tests. The
set of plot' was repeated with data aggregated by quarter with the clear
indication khat there are many examples of effective and ineffective
training, g ven'the definition of effective that requires a decrease of in-
jury rate, in the next observation,(year or quarter), When dealing with
a specific training objective category and injury type (e, g., ground con-
trol and roof or rib fall injuries), it is apparent that the'non-iero values
in a quarterly data set seldom exceed ten percent. Therefore, the
analysis set aside all but the mines haying both inj_ ries and training
within the ten quarters 1972 through mid-I974.

EsIsentially 25 cross plots of rate-vs. rale, change vs change, rale
vs change, and change vs. 'rate for 17 pairs of measures of training and
injury or severity rates and the log1n irate 4- 1; 01 frorn Six data sots. The
17 pairs bf measures Were -selected rrorn review of plots of 120 -pairs of
meastires in eight cross-sectional data sets.
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The analysis concentrated on cases where the mine had a problem
(injury rate) and apparently tried to solve it (by training). This does
.not,mean that mines which were either lucky, careful, or lax in report-
ing,did not have the problem or its underlying causes; nor that those-
that had an,injury Problem but apparently did not seek a training solution
(sometimes not in compliance) are not important. These cases just do
not offer any informatfon on the value of training. Training reported in
the aecident prevention categories 4hat is not mandatory does tend to
be a reaction to high or increased injury rates. More important are
the facts that:

Training leads to a reduced injury rate in a manner
very strongly different from cases where the training
solution was not followed.

---Tra-i-riingtn-the -aggregate= e.ho ds andnjury rate_d_o_wn
repeated at six month intervals.

The cases of effective training by objective category versus
injury types correspond very closely to the findings of the
overall annual and quarterly evaluations.

.The basic findings of these analyses are summarized in Table 4.
Effective in this table means a simple decrease to the injury rate fo'r .
the next two quarters. The evaluation is "unclear" when training con-
tinues in the next quarter, the injury rate was at ind-stayed at zero, or
the time series ends. An ineffective_ quarter is when the injury rate in
question continues to increase.
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TABLE 4
TRAINING CATEGORIES 'VERSUS INNRY TYPES'

Training Category/ Total
uarte r s

Training Effective
uarters-- uarters

Ground Control/ 1,310 459 138
Roof & Rib Fall

Haulage Arc. Pr v. / 530 101 39

Haulage

General Acc. Prey. / 1,150 308 94
Lift/Pull & Slip Fall

Electrical Qual. / 770 237. 60

General Acc. Prey. / 1,020 265 75
Handling Materials

Machinery Acc. Prev.-/
_ ._

220 29 8

Machinery & Hand Tool

Exp. Safety & Methane 240 103 26 -.
Test/Explosions &
Igniticirts

General.Act. Prey./ 1, 260 320. .109
Total Injuries

No General Acc. Prey. / 320 320
TOtal Injuries
(Control Group)

45

Unclear Ineffective
-- Quarter's Quarters

I

290

5j

169

168

169 21

19

74

16-1 50
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The distributions observed for all but the control group for general ac-

cident fprevention and total injuries could occur by chance alone -less than
one tine in a hundred. A random distribution would have placed half the
training quarters in the unclear column and the other half evenly divided
between the effective arid ineffective columns. This is alrnost.exaeLly
the distribution for a control group where general accident prevention
training was not.--sivèr,i at_all. This seems to be very strong proof of
the value of accident-prevention training (both spec-it ic-and generall when
it is employed.- The-percent of quarters in.which these categories of
training were employed provides some insight into how often this training
tends to be given. Th.e percentages range frorh a low of 13 percent for
the ma"EllfTrely category to 43 percent for eii-pIosives safety and methane
testing courses. Ground control training and electrical training are the
next highest a 35 and 31 percent respectively. From these figures one
could'expect a: typical.mine to conduct training in methane detection twice
a year. , The other two categories of mandatory training are most likely
to be given every three months.' This corresponds to another fihding from
this _analysis: that injury rates tend to increase after two quarters of-de- .

cline unless the training_ is repeated. Table 5 give an ,e2carnple of this
finding by listing how many quarterS after training the haulage injury
rate stays below the rate prior to training. Haulage is ,used for this
example because_t_training tends to be repeated every fifth quarter.

and thus has a low number of unclear quarters.

5

DURATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIfENESS

Number of Quarters (n)
After Training Quarter (9i)

4
5

-7
8

4 6

Number of Catpes Where
I:n jur y Ra t < Injury Rate-

-14-n 1

22
15
11

7
9



Analysis of individnal miners training and injury records might offer a
more valid indication of retraining requirements, but it is reasonable
to expect that the impact of effective training will go beyond the individual
miners. Going back to the tan most and ten least effective training pro-
grarns gives some indication that this is a valid expectation. The most
effective mines conducted training inno less than eight of the ten quarters
and in an average of nine quarters. The average for the ten least effective
programs is only 57 .percent of the ten quarters compared to 90 percent in
the ten most effective programs.

Table 6 and Figure 15 offer additional .indications of the relatively
low eMphasis on the accident prevention categories of training, the need
for this training, and the potential returns. The nUmber of mines which
had both injuries and-training,- training only-,---iniuries-only,and_neithe-'i
injuries nor training in each category are shown in Table 6. The largest
numbers for training only appear for the mandatory topics of methane

TABLE 6
COMMONALITY OF INJURIES AND TRAINING

N ber of Mines Having:

Training Category/ Both Injuries Training
Injury Type &Trainjg Only- ,

Exp.. Safety & Methane 24 146

Test/ Explosions Ignitions

G neral Acc. Prey. / 126

Total injuries

Ground Control/
Roof & Rib Fall'

Haulage Acc. /Prey. /
Haulage

General Ace. Prey. /
Lift/Pull & Slip/Fall

Electr cal Qual. /
Electrical

General Acc. Prey. /
Handling Materials

53

115

77

102

Machinery A_ s Prey. / 22
Machinery & Hand Tool 5 5

47

1

7

13

65

24

Injuries
Only Neither

47

20

79 37

39 14

14

22



testing, electrical qualification and gr./kind controL The optional course
categories reverse this pattern in that 43 and 73 percent of the mines did
not train in the haulage and machinery accident prevention categories
respectively while they.experienced that type of injury. While only 9
mines had injuries from fall of roof or rib and no ground control training
reported, an average severity of 120 lost days FeT injury makes the po-
tential returns from grow-id control training quite high. Approximately
half of the lost days for these mines came from roof and rib fall injuries.
Figure 15 gives a curve representing the most likely trade-off between
training hours and lost days per 1,000 tons for ground control, training
and roof and rib fall injuries. It was developed from company and

division aggregate-data-for -thc=1972 training versus 1973 injuries and
1973 training versus'1974 injuries where the training was clearly ef-

fective. The dashed 'straight lines show average-obserVed values for
7 companies with above average rates in 1973, 16 companies with below
avprage rates in 1973 and all 17 effective programs. The solid straight
line is the average for 8 ineffective programs. Companies whose training ra es
decreased in 1973 are not considered. End points on the curve are fixed
at the two extreme observed values. On the basis of this curve a mine
having an injury rate giving one lost day per 1,000 tons could expect to
reduce that rate_ to one lost day per 10,000 tons by investing in only 4 to
5 employee course hours of effective training for every_10, 000 tons of
production. That example means less than a man day of time spent in
t:.aining return,more than a nine day reduction of lost time.

Z.0 1972 Trainin
0 J973 Trainin

7 above av rage 1973 injury rates

8 caces of inef active training

all 17 eases

vs. 1973 Lnjuries
vs. 1974 Injuries .

0 below average 1913 injury rates

0.L

Ground Control Employee Course Hours Per 1,000 Tont

Figure 15

Trade Off Be een Lost Days and Course Hours

4 8
66,



Since the relationship is not linear (as indicated by the differences
betWeen_.the slopes of the observed average values) the greatest returns
come for'Mines having the greatest problem. Reducing the lost day
rate in this example from one per 10,000 tons to one per 100,000 might
require 100 effectiv_e employee course hours to gain the next nine day
saving in lost days. The most important point seems to be that relative-
ly small investments in iraining can have major returns for the mines
having above average injury or lost day rates, if the !raining is effective.
That mine management appears Lo make training effective rather than any
particular training technique was shown by the following comparison of
most ands least effective programs.

In an effort Lo con rol for the likely impact of inspec '-n activity on
the safety records some data on cumulative assessments were included
in the comparisons.0.1 the most and least effective training programs.
The cumulative amount of assessments through 1973 was divided by 1972
through mid-1974 exposure to provide a rate measure enabling com-
parisons between different sized operations._ The ten mines rated as
having the. most effective overall training were assessed an average of
$43,000 per million man-hours compared with an average of $64,500 for
the 99 mine sample and $125,840 per million man-hours for the least
effective programs. This mean.3 that effective training comes in mines
that tend tc -amply with all safety standards as well as training require-
ments. These are safe, well managed operations that are improving in
cdntrast to those that'do as little aS possible with no-apparent impact on
safety. The assessment 'rates were also plotted versus the percent change
in injury rate 1rom 1(372 to 1974 and the 1972 through mid-1974 average
injury rate. TheAe,plots are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The3e plots
indicate that saf ety is not related to how much a mine was being izerl
for violation of the sal- ety standards. If anything, the cases of greatest
assessment rate tend to show the least improvement (with the exception of
two mines that closed in 1972). It would seem that the assessment rate
corresponds more to failure to improve safety records than to subsequent
reductions to injury rates. This is a significant contrast to the plots of
injury versus training rates where the main exception to the desired causal
relationship is the large number of cases having both injury and reported
training rates at low levels.

6 7
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Figure 16

Assessments Versus Lnjury Rate

99 Individual Mines

a
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Figure. 17

Assessments Versus Change in Injury Rate
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research project can be d vided into two distinct efforts. A
su f current'mining training programs was conducted to ,produce a-

general descrip ton---ol the variations-of training program characteristics.
,

An evaluation of these training programs was performed to identify the
variations of organization, course content, course objective, instruc-
tional methods, etc., tend to be assOciated with low or improving inju y
rates. ,It is important to note 'I hat the-purpose was.not to prove that
tra ining has caused low or reduced,injury_rates-,-Strong'indications of-
systematic effectiveness for some specific categorie.s-of training were
found., but the main evaluation'effOrt was .to use various definaions of
effectiveness as the criteria for rankingrnines accordingb the-apparent.
effectiVeness of their. training. Because these evaluations found
essentially .all mine and tra:ning program characteristics evenly die-
tributed along..the range of.effectiveness scores, it is not possible to
conclude that any particular approach is the best way to train miners.
Each mine seems to have a need for training and training resourc.es' that
depend on the company,-,mine conditions, mining methods, location, work
force-composition, and many other factorS, The aggregate data.and insight
intO the training procesS gained during the survey all,point to the..con-:
elusion that the effectiveness-of the training depends on the skill with which
the availahle resources are aPplied to the perception of the need for training..
When that need is limited to doing what training is requiredby law or,the
companyi the training is not likely to produce more than the required paper
work. On the other hand, miners seem to respond positively to programs
they .see as the result of the operatorls interest in their saf ety and working
conditions.

The strongest statistical evidence that training leads to re,duced injury
rates was found for the training iri the roofand rib fall, haulage, electrical,
machinery, and general accident prevention categories. This corresponds
to the opinions provided by MESA and mine operator training officials.
This training is being stressed by MESA-in the mines having the highest
injury rates and is the heart of several cr mpany developed safety programs.
In spite of this emphasis and recognition th various courses in accident
prevention are a relatively small portion of the total reported training
effort in the data studied. There are two reasons for this. Much of this
training is part of more comprehensive programs that are not reported.
This training, except for ground control and electrical, is not mandatory
so it is not conducted at the rate reported in the mandatory topics. 'Thus,
it should not be surprising to find that this training carried out with the
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specific objective of improving safety is most likely to achieve that end.

Training in explosives Safety, mine ventilation, and methane
detection categories is more difficult to evaluate. The catastrophic
nature of some explosions or igniti ons makes it easy to recognize why
these categories of training represent 15 percent of the total reported
training hours and 40 percent of the employee-courses. The fact that
this type of injury was infrequent in the data analyzed indicates that the
training may be achieving the desired result. Out of 1,661 valid'mine-
quarters studied, these categories of training were given in 891 quarters
and there were explosion/ignition type injuries reported in-only 49 quarters
in 25 of the 170 mines. One of the 25 mines reported no training in these_ _

categories while there was training reported 'in 103 of the 240 quarters'for
the other 24 mines that could be evaluated. Finding 26 effective versus 3
ineffective training quarters would be a good.indication of systematic
effectiveness except for the fact that 74 quarters were unclear. Part of the
reason there were 74 unclear quarters is the large number of consecutive
training-quarters, but' another part of the reason could be that lack of
knowledge in the use and handling of explosives, methane detection, and m
ventilation is not the major cause of explosion/ignition type injuries. The/
training might be more relevant if the knowledge or skill portions were pa t
of a more comprehensive program focused on the reasons why the know-
ledge and skills are not consistently applied on the job.

Training:in the catego_ies of first aid , mine rescue, mine law, and .

safety program administration also: represents a 1Prge portion of the
reported training effort:even though it does not directly address accident
cati.ses. This trai'ning effort amounts to approx mately a third of .all course-
hours and a quarter of all employee.-courses because much of it is mandatory.,
readily available frOm :several sources,..and:easy to carry out. These
,observations are not intended to detract from the value of and need for these
categories of training. The danger is that these courses have a widespread
identification with:safety training where the concept of safety doe:s not go
beyond_the :problems resultingfrom- accident& into dealing with_the:problems
that cauae accidents.. The first answerto'questions about safety training in
any organization`from a mine- to a scout troop will often be blka:.t firSt aid
training was given recently or is scheduled for the near future: These
skills and knowledge are needed, but it is.necesSary to recognize that.they
can .be accorded undue emphasis with respect to the accident-prevention
approaches because of this attitude.

The point to be made is that half of the reported training effort (course-
hours) and well over half of the training administration (plans, records,
reports, certificates, etc. ) are going into training that has recognized value,
but does not relate strongly or directly to the fundamental issue of reducing
injuries to Mines. Pending changes to Mandatory training requirements and
training nOw required by the UMWA will add emphasis to the kinds of
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training that arr most effertive. The methods hy which this training is
carried out is not as important 16 its effectiveness as the way in whic
the training resources are developed and used. Putting in the required
or agreed upon amount of training time will probably accomplish just thal.
an expenditure of time. Programs adapted to the particular hazards
involved in each mine and job in which safety and dealing with mine
emergencies is learned right aldng with the operational skills and know-
ledge should he the objective-. hut it may not be one that can he forced on
either mine operators or miners. Both need to he convinced of the value of
the more comprehensive approach to occupational training.

Encouragemeni for making safety an integral part of ocCupalional
training seems lo-be posibleby-some -reviaion_to_existing administrative=

procedures for reporting and documenting mandatory training topics.
For example, the existing MESA courses include 32 reportable courses
that can be applied to the prevention of explosion/ignition type injuries.
There are 23 of these that deal with operation of specific devices.
Qualified persons whose duties require testing for methane do not have to
take all cpurses, but study of the training data shows that training is often
reported on four or more of these courses in a single day. Just one report
instead of several would save administrative effort if a report of training
on procedures fod detecting and dealing with explosive mine atmosphere
could satisfy this particular oilalification requirement. Since this might be
a full day of training there might he objections'-to an apparent increase of
mandatory training-time. One report, record, and certificate for a day
of effective training seems better than four or more reports, records, and
certificates for a series of one hour repetitious rituals that are possible
now.

Another s t of conclusions stcmn from the finding that the strongest
indications ,Of _effectiveness are for training that-is--directed_at specific
injury types or general accident prevention courses-with respect to total

injuries. This concerns the existing system for reporting injuries and
training in which the analysis was forced to deal with the .amhiguous
characterization of an injury type such as '",explosi-Ve7/1-gratia-n._"...Thia

particular problem,was compounded.by inadvertent inclusion of the flame
safety lamp and mine ventilation _in the same course category'. aS exploSives

safety while other methane detection devices-went into another category. Th
analysis combined b6th categories just as does the ,term "explosive/ignition.
The search for linkages'between the efforts-being made to train miners and
reductions in injury rates was seriously hampered by the nature of,the
accident reporting system. Unfortunately, accidents 'tend to be reported in
situational rather than behavioral terms. ror example, an injury involving

a roof fall goes into the data as a "fall of roof" type injury, the situation. Th
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is -not descriptive of some _behavioral, ergo, correctable cause like
failure to properly test the roof, working.under unsupported r6of, Im-
proper temporary support-, or failure to Correct known roof hazards.
Similarly, an injury Caused by a shuttle car driver's failure to-give
proper warning signals, traveling too fast or disregard of some specific
safety procedure is currently coded simply as a haulage accident.

Since the actual behavior that resulted in an injury ts -often not _ _-

corded by the accident report one can only make rather crude assumptions
regarding the type of injury one might reasonably expect to be reduced
by each reported category of training.

Since the actual behavior_ that resulted in an injury_is often not re-
corded by the accident report one can only make-rather-ortide-a-s-sumptions---

, regarding the type of training one might reasonably expect to have some
impact upon injuries within each reported -category.

In order to conduct useful and continuous monitoring of the need for
training and its effectiveness with regard to injury rates, there is a need
to more closely link the accident and injury reporting-systems. It is
also necessary to establish this connection on the basis of behavioral as
well as sibiational phenomena toward which corrective actions (including
knowledge, skills, and safety training) can be directed and their results
monitored. Current reporting mechanisms could be modified to meet this
need and at the same time be reduced in complexity and cost of operation.
Time and money being spent on processing of training and injury data by
both mine operators and MESA can be reduced and the utility of the re-
sulting data base greatly enhanced.

In so far as possible, all accidents and injuries sho ild be reported
in terms of_the specific behavioral:causes or conditions subject to change
-through modified work practices, mine, conditions, or mining Oquipment.
Training could then_be reported as hours of instruction on the prevention-
of some injury causing action or condititin.- The present 120 course codes

would nia longer:be needed,.. They.would be replaced_ by_combinations of
codes descriptive.of injury and training characteristics. A study should
be conducted to develop and test such a revision to the reporting system.
It 'should be possible to make the system convey most of the information
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now reported in order Lu maintain continuity in the statistic s du ring
a transition period it necessary. The allocation of both training and
administrative effort would more closely mat.ch the injury problems.

The recommended acc' lent and training reporting system could be
base( on the use of punch cards on the order of those used in some voting
and test scoring systems. These card report forms should be printed
in the form of easily answered questions. They could be completed by mine
company and hourly personnel for 'accidents, "near misses," and observation
of unsafe conditions or practices. This might sound like opeing a "Pandora's
Box, " but is really no worse and probably more effectiv than_existing
"hot line" arrangements. If the E ards could be -read directly into the Denver
Data Center corriputer files from remote card readers at district offices
much of the administrative effort would be reduced. Coding and punching
of data from multiple copy report forms would be eliminated. Various
data retrieval programs could be used.=al the district or sub-district level
terminals to tabulate injury and training activities since isome convenient
date, such as the last inspection. These tabulations could be used by mine
inspectors to provide guidance for each inspection lour. Training Center
directors and instructors would use the same type- of tabulations to monitor
and assist with each mine's training program. Training program efforts seem
to suffer from a lack of relation to needed behavioral change. In larger part
this may be due to the nature of the training requirements. Efforts Lo meet
minimum hours in specific courses consume time, capital and ene gies that
otherwise could be directed towar d correcting dysfunctional behavi rs
identified by the recommended reporting mechanism.

Bearing in mind that the original purpose of required training was to
reduce accidents and injuries and not to just increase or maintain training
levels, a company having a lower than average injury record could be per -
mitted to conduct whatever training it believes to be needed. On the other
hand, a company having a higher than avarage injury record could be requir
to develop and implement, subject to MESA approval, programs designed to
meet its-specific needs for accident reduction. The company would have the
responsibility of identifying, with MESA's assistance through inspection and
feedback of interpreted injury stafistics, their own safety problems that are
causing the above average injury rates. Once specific problem areas were
identified, the company could obtain further help from MESA in the form of
training and training materials which the company specifically tailor to meet
the needs and conditions in each mine as indicated by inspection and analysis
of trends in injury statistics.
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Small packages or modules on safe job performance under a variety
of specific conditOns should be prepared by MESA and made available
to the companies that want to improve their training:programs. The
content Of these materials should:be based on data 'generated by the
accident report system, thus making them directly relevant to -the be
havioral causes of accidents. .

Furtherrnore, the content of each topic
areas should be directly related to a variety of possible mining cir-
cumstances. The material for each -topic should be tailored to mine
characteristics such as seam height, mining and haulage methods em-
ployed, gas conditions-and roof conditions. -Obviously,----some-existing----
material: remains universally applicable withno.Modification. The
intent of this recommendation is to make mine operators and ininer
recognize and deal with their own accident :problems. This recommenda-
tion comes from discussion with operato-is and training personnel who
indicated that.involVement of miners in the development of the training
courses for their mine probably brought as Many safety improvements
as the wentual training itself. Putting the analysis of what to teach and
how to use MESA or other resources in that.training at the level where
the need exi-sts could eliminate the possibility oi training for.compliance
rather than safety.

MESA'S current role in the conduct of training 'should- continue,
particularly the activities:of MESA and state training agencies in helping
small companies. _The role in training might change from,teaching a-
particUlar course to.helping.:small and large.company personnel learn to
draw on Bureau of Mines and IvIESA prepared material for their Own
pograms.

These materials 'could range from existing complete Courses to
short film (or tape) sequences on specific situations and accident causes.
Another, type of, training material is needed to support on-the-Job-training.
This form of training is the only training many.miners ever receive*
Even though _it has not been as effective as it s.hould as indicatect by the
high injury rates of new and inexperienced miners, it should also.be
reCognized as the Only viable training option in some situations. In
,these cases greater effectiveness and uniformity of instruction and
learning can be achieved by use of self-paced training guides and check
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lists for the various learning objectives. These materials would provide
some formal structure to on-the-job training and a means for documenting
and measuring progress. This progress might be enhanced if it were tied
to some of the incentive-reward schemes now used to recognize periods of
accident-free work by individuals or work crews. Such a system of rewards
for training progresa whether for on-the-job or for "classroom" forms of
training, would also require some type of proficiency testing. Any expanded
form of testing both knowledge and skill's would have to be the result of a
joint labor-management efforts to go beyond the present agreement that
training ie needed. That training and the associated safety and career
development objectives need to be defined. Then everyone from the
workmen to the superintendent might recognize the purpose, of training
is to their mutual advantage and not just to attain compliance.

The recommended changes to injury and training reporting sys ems,
to training procedures or roles for MESA and other training agencies come
directly from the survey and analysis results and partly from tha difficulties
encountered in the data management tasks. A low ratio of employees per
instructor and high levels a emphasis on training for accident prevention
were -noted as aome of the factors ilia distinguish effective training programs.
Training at a steady rate throughout the year alai) appears as a characteristic
of effective training. Mines that were identified as particularly effective in a
single category of training also rank high on overall effectiveness indices.
All of these factors point to a conclusion'that mine managdment attitude is
strongly associated with effectiveness of training. Regulations might be
changed to reinforce positive company and mine management attitudes and
performance by shifting the target of penalties from compliance with trainin
requirements to the end purpose of mining safety. The mine companies will'
then be able to lower or eliminate emphasis on administrative and legal
procedures such as obtaining or extending waivers, producing cards,
challanging notices/in court and submitting paper work required to comply
with the letter of the law. The problem of identifying the most appropriate
rola\ or mine safety training is one that can be solved better by a government,
man ement and labor team lhan by adversaries in court.
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